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1.0 Cup Competitions
The Cup Competition functionality within Full-Time provides a great deal of flexibility, allowing for both
knockout cup competitions and cup competitions with group stages, including a combination of both.
Fixtures within Cup Competitions can be incorporated within the Advanced Scheduler, allowing
leagues to include those cup fixtures when scheduling or rescheduling games by allowing you to
specify date ranges (earliest and latest dates, as well as a default date) for cup fixtures, and if the cup
games are included within any scheduling, these date ranges will determine when the cup fixtures are
scheduled.
1.1 How to… Create a Cup Competition
The Cup Wizard is designed to run a league’s own cup competition, but may also be used to run cup
competitions involving teams from outside of the league (“external teams”), though the fixtures from
these games will generally be better recorded within “Other Fixtures”, as this enables you to record
only those fixtures which are relevant to your league.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”.

Step 2: The Cup Wizard takes you automatically to the “Cup Summary” page. Using the drop-down
menu, check that the cup has not been created already. Otherwise, click on “Create New Cup”.
Note: if you are creating your first Cup Competition, Full-Time will automatically skip this step.

Step 3: Enter the name of your cup, decide whether you want it to be hidden from public view whilst
you are setting it up (note that you may hide the cup round-by-round at a later stage, but at the setup
stage, either every round is hidden, or none) and decide the format of the cup.
At this stage, you will need to decide whether to create a Knockout Cup, Group Stage Cup or
Champions League cup.
Knockout Cup – a cup with only knockout stages – the “traditional” cup format. This cup will only
have a single “stage” (the knockout stage).
Group Stage/Single Knockout – a cup beginning with a group stage (multiple groups) leading to a
single knockout stage for the top team/teams from each group.
Champions League/Multiple Knockouts – a cup beginning with a group stage (multiple groups)
leading to more than one knockout stage (e.g. a cup including Plate competitions).
When creating the cup you will also need to select its “sequence number” (this determines where it
appears in the order of your cups - 1 is highest, and so on).
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Once you have selected the options you require, click on “Next Step”. Depending on the format of the
cup you are creating you should then follow Steps 4a – 6a (for Knockout Cups), Steps 4b – 6b (for
Group Stage/Single Knockout Cups) or Steps 4c – 6c (for Champions League/Multiple Knockout
Cups).
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Creating a Knockout Cup (Steps 4a – 6a)
The following steps should be followed when creating a knockout cup competition.
Step 4a: Enter the number of teams for this cup competition, set the default number of legs per tie
(this can be varied from round to round at a later stage, e.g. if you want to have two-legged semifinals) and decide whether the rounds should be pre-drawn (i.e. the whole cup is drawn in advance,
so that teams can see their potential path to the final, or whether you’ll draw each round separately as
the cup progresses).
Once you have selected your options, click on “Next Step”.

Step 5a: Full-Time will show you the Knockout Setup page, confirming the number of teams entered
in the cup, the number of rounds, the number of byes required to fill the first round, the number of
times teams will play each other and whether the rounds are pre-drawn (so teams automatically
advance). Check these settings are correct and click on “Next Step”.
Note: if you have a cup with multiple byes and/or exemptions, such that the default cup size created
is too small (e.g. although only 14 teams enter, a number of teams have an exemption to rounds later
than the first, you may need to start with a round of 32), then you should go back to stage 2, create a
cup for 32 teams, as you can adjust it accordingly later on.

Step 6a: The cup will be created, and you will return to the Cup Summary page, showing the basic
structure of the cup.
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Creating a Group Stage/Single Knockout Cup (Steps 4b - 6b)
The following steps should be followed when creating a Group Stage/Single Knockout cup
competition – the cup will have two stages – the Group Stage and the Knockout Stage.
Step 4b: When creating a Group Stage Cup, ensure you select “Group Stages/Single Knockout” from
the three options provided.

Step 5b: A new line will be present in the second step of the cup setup – asking you to provide the
name of the “Knockout Stage” – by default this will be “Knockout”. Otherwise this section is
unchanged from the creation of a knockout cup.

Step 6b: Once the group stage cup has been set-up, you will see on the Cup Summary page that
there is a new drop-down menu, allowing you to select either the “Group Stage” or the “Knockout
Stage”.
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Creating a Champions League/Multiple Knockouts Cup (Steps 4c – 6c)
The Champions League/Multiple Knockouts format allows leagues to set up cups with a Group Stage,
then have the teams progress to more than knockout “stage” (e.g. four groups of four teams, with four
separate knockout competitions following – one for the top team in each group, one for the second
team in each group, one for the third team in each group, one for the fourth team in each group). This
has been included within Full-Time as it is a common format for developmental age groups.
Step 4c: When creating a Champions League/Multiple Knockouts Cup, ensure you select
“Champions League/Multiple Knockouts” from the three options provided. You will need to specify
how many Knockout Stages there will be for the cup (note this is the number of knockout
competitions). Once you have selected these options, click on “Next Step”.

Step 5c: On the second page of the Cup Setup you will be asked to specify how many groups there
will be for the Group Stage, and how many teams (maximum) will enter each group. In addition you
will be asked to confirm the name of each of the cup stages, and the number of teams entering each
stage of the cup.

Step 6c: Once the group stage cup has been set-up, you will see on the Cup Summary page that
there is a new drop-down menu, allowing you to select either the “Group Stage” or the various
“Knockout Stages” (in our example, four knockout stages have been set up).

1.2 How to… Edit a Cup Competition (Name, Hide or Sequence)
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Once a cup has been created, you may need to edit its name, whether any of the rounds are to be
hidden or the sequence number (which determines where it appears in your order of cups).
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and click on “Edit Cup”.

Step 2: The name of the cup can be edited, along with the “Sequence Number” (which determines
where it appears in the order of your cups) and which (if any) rounds of the cup are hidden.

Once you have finished making any changes, click on “Update”.

The updated cup is shown, in the above example, the first round is no longer hidden.
If a cup round has been set as “hidden”, then the round will not appear on the public display pages of
Full-Time, which we hope will reduce confusion with users assuming that the next round has already
been drawn, with sides from the previous round automatically progressing to particular ties.
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1.3 How to… Edit a Cup Competition (Number of Legs or Groups, Dates of Ties)
Once a cup has been created, you may need to edit the number of legs (1 or 2) or the dates (or date
ranges) on which ties will be played.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and click on “Edit” for the round concerned.

Steps 2a/3a and 2b/3b/4b/5b: The following steps are different depending on whether the round
concerned is a knockout round (Steps 2a/3a) or a group stage (Steps 2b/3b/4b/5b).
Step 2a (Knockout Rounds): The “Edit Round - Knockout” page allows you to update the name of
the round, select whether one or two legs will be played (for knockout rounds) and also set the
default, earliest and latest date ranges for the ties in the round concerned (alternatively these can be
left as TBC = to be confirmed). These dates will be used the Advanced Scheduler if you include cup
fixtures in rescheduling, not only giving the scheduler a default date to work with, but also an earliest
date and a latest date for each tie.
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Step 3a (Knockout Rounds): The cup summary page is updated, showing the new details for the
round concerned.

Step 2b (Group Stages): The “Edit Round – Group Stage” page allows you to update the name of
the round, select the maximum number of teams in each group (note that “Byes” can be included, to
cater for selected groups being smaller) and specify the number of times teams will play each other.
To add an extra group, enter the name of the new group in the box at the bottom of the screen and
click on “Add Group”.

Step 3b (Group Stages): To delete a group click on “Delete” for the group concerned.
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Step 4b (Group Stages): Make sure you are certain you wish to delete this group – any existing
fixtures or results will be lost. To confirm you wish to delete the group, click on “Delete”.

Step 5b (Group Stages): Once you have finished making any changes to the group stage, click on
“Update” to return to the main Cup Summary page.

1.4 How to… List or Delete Cup Competitions
The “List Cups” page enables you to see all of your cup competitions, along with their sequence
numbers, helping you to sort them into the correct order. It also allows you to delete cup competitions.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and click on “List Cups”.

Step 2: The List Cups page shows the Sequence for each cup, and allows you to Edit or Delete each.
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1.5 How to… View a Cup Competition
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and click on “View Selected Cup”.

A pop-up screen will appear, showing the current cup structure, including teams and results (if they’ve
been added and played). Note there is an option to see the structure from a particular round onwards.
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1.6 How to… Delete a Round from a Cup Competition
Important Warning: This option should only be used if you need to make a fundamental
change to the structure of an existing cup competition, e.g. deleting a knockout round(s) to be
replaced with a group stage.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and click on “Delete” for the round you wish to remove.

Step 2: Make sure you are certain you wish to delete this round – any existing fixtures or results for
this round will be lost. To confirm you wish to delete the round, click on “Delete”.

The round is confirmed as deleted.
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1.7 How to… Insert a New Round into a Cup Competition
Important Warning: This option should only be used if you need to make a fundamental
change to the structure of an existing cup competition, e.g. adding a group stage to replace a
knockout round(s).
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and click on “Insert Round”.

Step 2: On the “Insert Round” page, give the name of the round, specify whether the Round is 1 leg,
2 leg (both knockout) or group stage and whereabouts in the cup structure the round is to be inserted.
Knockout Rounds: For knockout rounds, you will also be required to specify the maximum number
of teams that can be entered in that round (so for example, a quarter final would presumably be 8).

Group Stages: For group stages, you will also be required to specify how many groups there will be,
the maximum number of teams in each group, and the number of times each team will play the other.
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Step 3: Once you have finished, click on “Insert Round”.

The round/group stage will be inserted into the cup structure, but will not be linked to the preceding or
succeeding round, so you will need to enter the teams accordingly.
Important Note: This section allows a lot of flexibility over cup structures, so please make sure you
are careful when setting it up.

1.8 How to… Enter Teams into a Cup Competition
Once you have created your basic cup structure, the next step is to enter teams into the cup, and then
do the draw. All of these steps apply regardless of whether it is a knockout round or a group stage.
Important Note (Knockout Rounds): When you add teams to the draw, fixtures will be automatically
created with the dates/times/TBC status you have selected as default for the round concerned, so it is
strongly recommended that you check these settings before doing the draw (if in doubt, set them as
TBC = To Be Confirmed).
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and click on “Draw”.
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Step 2: Initially, the “Draw” page will have no teams entering the draw for the round concerned. Click
on “Add/Remove Teams”.

Step 3: The “Add/Remove Teams” page allows you to select which teams will ENTER the cup
competition in the selected round. If a team has an exemption for this round, and will not enter until a
later round, then you should enter them in the later round (although if you wish, you can enter them in
this round, and set their tie to be against “bye”).
At the top of the screen there is a drop-down menu which allows you to filter the teams by division (so
for example, an Under 10 cup could be filtered just for the Under 10 divisions). There are also radio
buttons which allow you to select “Internal” (i.e. teams within the league) and “External” (i.e. teams
outside of the league) teams. You can add teams from as many divisions as you wish, and include a
mix of internal and external teams.
To add a team to the draw for entry in the round selected, just highlight their name and click on “Add”.
Note that you may scroll down and highlight more than one team at a time.
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Step 4: Once a team has been “Added”, the screen will refresh and it is moved from the “Available
Teams” column to the “Selected Teams” column. To save the teams selected, click on “Update”.

The screen will refresh, showing the teams which have been entered in the round concerned at the
bottom of the screen. Note there are options to remove teams if you have made a mistake.

Step 5: Once all teams required have been selected and saved, click on “Assign/Draw”.
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The “Draw” page appears, showing all of the teams due to be entered in the current round, but which
have not yet been assigned to a tie.

Step 6: Teams may be inserted into the draw manually, using the drop-down boxes concerned (note
there is always a “bye” option included) or may be assigned randomly (covered in the next section).
Once you have assigned teams, click on “Update” to save the updated draw. Note that if you are
doing the draw manually, you do not have to do all ties at once, you can do a few and “Update” and
then do some more.
Reminder for Knockout Rounds: If you have not already set the default dates/times/TBC status for
this round, it is recommended that you do so before the next step (if in doubt, set them as TBC).

The screen will refresh, showing the remaining teams due to be assigned in this round.
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You should finish with a completed draw, including byes where required.

Note: there are options to delete ties and insert ties if necessary, but you will not normally need to
use these options and you should not do so unless you are sure you need to.
Group Stages: If the round of the cup is a Group Stage, then teams may be assigned to the groups
in exactly the same fashion. If required, byes can be included in the group - in the example below,
there are effectively two groups (A and B) with four teams, and two groups (C and D) with three
teams.

Note: there is the option to delete groups and insert groups if necessary, but you will not normally
need to use these options and you should not do so unless you are sure you need to.
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1.9 How to… Make Random Draws (Single or Split Draws)
Full-Time allows leagues to make Random Draws for cups, so that users may choose to have a
“single” random draw, a “split” draw (including Regionalisation and Exemptions) randomly, either in
conjunction with a manual draw (e.g. you may wish to insert byes manually, and then do the rest of
the draw randomly around them) or alone.
Step 1: To do a random draw, click on “Randomly Assign/Draw Teams”.

Step 2: Once you have selected a Random draw, Full-Time will offer you one of two options:Single Draw – all available teams may be drawn in all available ties.
Split Draw – the draw is split into sub-sections (e.g. for regionalisation)- selected entrants are entered
for selected ties only.

Step 3a (Single Draw): if you select the “Single Draw” option, then the process is very simple. FullTime will do a random draw based on every single team being entered in the round, and filling up
every single tie, with byes as required. e.g. if 117 teams are entered into the round of 128, then 11
teams will be drawn with a bye, and the remaining 106 will play each other, so that 64 teams in total
progress.

Step 3b (Split Draw): if you select the “Split Draw”, then you can have as many “sub-sections” of the
draw as you like. For each sub-section, first of all you need to select which teams will enter that subsection. Highlight the teams required and then click on “Add”.
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The teams chosen will be moved to the “Selected Entrants” section.

Once the teams have been selected for the sub-section required, then you need to select which ties
are to be used for this sub-section.
st

st

Full-Time displays each tie as a “position” (e.g. 1-1-1 means 1 round, 1 tie, team 1). Select the ties
required to be used for this sub-section, and click on “Add”.

The positions chosen are moved to the “Selected” section.
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Once you have confirmed that all of the teams selected and all of the positions selected are correct,
you can do the draw for this sub-section by clicking on the “Randomly Assign/Draw Teams” at the
bottom of the page.

The draw will be performed for the teams and positions selected, randomly. Full-Time will refresh,
showing the ties drawn, and the teams remaining to be drawn.

At this point, you will be returned to Step 2 above, and can then do as many further “sub-section”
draws as are required. Note that any unfilled positions are still shown within the available positions, so
you may wish to ignore these (e.g. in the example above, positions 1-4-2 and 1-5-2 have not been
filled, so these will be made available for future “sub-section” draws, but the user will probably want to
ignore these, and leave the positions unfilled.
Unused Positions:- note that you may wish to leave a section of positions unused, for example if you
have exemptions for future rounds, you may wish to leave a number of positions unused, to allow for
these spaces for exemptions in the future rounds.
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1.10 How to… Update Fixtures for a Cup Competition
When you enter teams in a cup competition, Full-Time will automatically create fixtures for them, with
the date and kickoff time set according to the default settings for the round concerned. They may also
be set as TBC (To Be Confirmed).
If a round has been set to have two legs, then two fixtures will be created for each tie.
Cup fixtures may also be scheduled using the “Advanced Scheduler”. If a cup game is included within
any scheduling group, then the Advanced Scheduler will use the “Earliest Date”, “Latest Date” and
“Default Date” to schedule the game concerned along with any league games also being scheduled.
If you wish to update the dates/times/TBC status of a number of cup fixtures in the same round, you
may also do so via the Cup Wizard.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and click on “Fixtures”.

Step 2: To update a number of fixtures, select the date/time required, or check the TBC box (if TBC is
checked, you cannot update the date and time). Once you have set these, check the “Select” boxes
for the fixtures required and click on “Update”.
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The screen will refresh, showing the updated fixtures.

Step 3: If you wish to update a single fixture, you may also do so by clicking on the link for the fixture
concerned.

Step 4: The “Update Fixture” page will appear, which allows you to update an individual fixture.
Remember to click on “Update” once you have made any changes.
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1.11 How to… Update or Override Results or Create Replays for a Cup Competition
Cup Results may be entered in all of the usual ways – via SMS Text Message or via the main Result
Entry pages. However, you may also update results via the Cup Wizard.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and then the round required.
To check or update a fixture, click on the link for the fixture concerned.

The update fixture page will appear, allowing you to update any details of the game concerned
(including the result). Once you have finished updating the fixture, click on “Update”.
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Step 2: Note that if a tie is unresolved (e.g. the scores are level, without any penalties) then a red
“Required” will appear underneath the “Winner/Replay” link, telling you that you either have to create
another fixture, or specify the winner of the tie.
Note: this will also appear for two legged ties, if both games have been played and the scores are
level (Full-Time will not determine one side has won automatically on the basis of “away goals”, so
you will need to resolve these manually).

Step 3: To create a replay, or specify the winner, click on the “Winner/Replay” link.

Steps 4 to 5 apply if you need to create a replay for a tie.
Step 4: To create a replay (a replay is effectively an additional fixture for the tie concerned) set the
date and time for the fixture (or select TBC by checking the box concerned) and click on “Create
Additional Fixture/Replay”.
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Step 5: You will be returned to the fixtures page, with the additional fixture shown as required. This
may then be scheduled in the usual fashion, whether manually or via the Advanced Scheduler (unless
you have already set the date and time for the fixture).

Steps 6 to 9 apply if you need to “override” the result of a tie, and specify that one of the
teams has won (e.g. a two legged tie finishes 1-2 and 1-0, and league rules specify how the tie
is broken, or the second leg isn’t actually played, and you wish to progress one team anyway).
Step 6: To “override” the result of a tie, check the box marked “Advancement from this tie is current
set via results…….” and click on “Update”.

Step 7: The screen will refresh, with an “Advance Position” box appearing for each team. One team
should be set with an “Advance Position” of 1, and the other team with an “Advance Position” of 2 this causes the team with position 1 to “win” the tie, and advance to the next round (the same logic
appears for group stages, hence position 1, 2, etc).
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Step 8: The screen will refresh, confirming that you have done the advancement successfully.

Step 9: On the fixtures page, a “Y” appears in the “Manual Advancement” column for the tie.

If you have elected for this round to be “automatically linked” or you have already drawn the next
round, then the draw will be updated accordingly to show the winning team progressing. Otherwise
you will need to do the draw for the new round in the usual way.
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1.12 How to… Generate or Update Group Fixtures for Cup Competitions
Cup Results may be entered in all of the usual ways – via SMS Text Message, via the Fast Result
Entry or via the main Result Entry pages. You may also update results via the Cup Wizard.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and select the Group Stage Round.

Step 2: Although fixtures can be created individually, using the boxes at the bottom of the screen, the
easiest way is to use the “Generate Missing Fixtures” link underneath the Group Table.
To generate the missing fixtures, click on “Go”.
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The required fixtures will be created.

Step 3: To update fixtures, select the date (using the calendar provided), kickoff time, check the
boxes for the fixtures required and click on “Update”. Fixtures may also be updated individually.

The screen refreshes, showing the updated fixture details.

Note: additional fixtures may be created if required using the “Create New Fixture” box at the bottom
of the screen, offering leagues complete flexibility over the group stages.
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1.13 How to… Update Group Stage Results & Tables for Cup Competitions
Cup Results from Group Games may be entered in all of the usual ways – via SMS Text Message or
via the main Result Entry pages. However, you may also update results via the Cup Wizard.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and the Group Stage round.
The current group table is shown, along with all of the fixtures set for the group.
To update a result, click on the link for the game concerned.

Step 2: The “Update fixture” page will appear, where the fixture/result details can be updated. When
you have finished updating the fixture, click on “Update”.
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As the results are entered, the group stage table is automatically updated.
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1.14 How to… Progress Teams from Group Stages for Cup Competitions
Important Note - Once a group has been completed, you need to specify which teams advance to
the next round of the cup – this is not done automatically.
This allows leagues the flexibility to progress teams at any stage, so if some group games remain
unplayed (e.g. one of the final round of games isn’t played because neither team can qualify) the
league can still progress the group.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Cup Wizard”. On the “Cup Summary” page, using the dropdown menu, select the cup required and the Group Stage round.

Step 2: The group table is shown, with an “Advance Pos” dropdown box for each team within the
group. You need to order these accordingly (1, 2, 3, etc) to specify that the group has been
completed, and where the teams have finished in the group. Although Full-Time will order the teams
on screen based on points, goal difference and goals scored, you can override this if required (e.g. if
you don’t use goal difference as a tie-breaker, and flip a coin instead). It is the “Advance Pos” setting
which determines how teams progress from the group, not the on-screen ordering.

Step 3: Once you have set the “Advance Pos”, click on “Update Advance Positions”.
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Step 4: To assign teams in the next round of the cup, click on “Draw” and “Assign/Draw”. Select the
stage (Knockout) and round required.

Step 5a: The default setting for Group Stage cups (not for Champions League format) is that only the
top team in each group progresses to the knockout stages for “Single Knockout Cups”, but if you wish
to progress other placed teams, click on “Round Entrants”. Note that for “Champions League” cups,
no teams are set to progress by default (it may not be the first placed teams are entering the knockout
stage concerned).
In the example below, we want to specify that second placed teams will also qualify for the knockout
stages.

Step 5b: From the “Round Entrants” page, select “Position 2” and click on “Create Round Entrant”.

The draw page will now show the second placed teams as being available for the knockout stages of
the cup concerned.
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Note: if you did not wish all second placed teams to play in the knockout stage, they do not all have to
actually be placed in the draw (i.e. all second placed teams could be made available, but only
selected teams entered, if for example, a cup was required with the “best second placed teams”
progressing).
Step 6: You may now assign teams to the ties for the next round, using the drop-down menus (there
is also a random option available if required). Once you have assigned the teams, click on “Update”.

The process for advancing teams from Group Stages into Knockout Stages is unchanged from the
guidance in section 15 of the “New Cup Wizard Version 2.1 Guide”, except that on the “Assign/Draw”
page of the “Draw” for the Knockout stage of a cup, there is a new link called “Round Entrants”.
1.15 How to… Add a Note for a Cup Competition
A note can be added for a cup competition (via the “Edit/Hide” option) to be displayed on the public
pages so that leagues can provide more information about the cup.

This note is displayed above the cup on the Public Pages.
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